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conclusion

brand positioning statement
For gamers of any age, Distorted Works Studios is the game dev
studio that delivers exciting, but simple gameplay that anyone can
enjoy because Distorted Works Studios is the only studio that people
can trust to deliver a game that they will enjoy regardless of
its contents.
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brand board

LOGO

Drake French

MA R K

Distorted Works Studios
distortedworkstudios@gmail.com

(870) 809-2371
distortedworksstudios.com
LO G OT Y P E

@distortedworksstudios

@Drake French

B R A N D P O S I T I O N I N G S T AT E M E N T

For gamers of any age, Distorted Works Studios is the game dev studio that delivers exciting, but
simple gameplay that anyone can enjoy because Distorted Works Studios is the only studio that
people can trust to deliver a game that they will enjoy regardless of its contents.
C O LO R PA L E T T E

P AT T E R N S

TEXTURES

T Y P E FA C E S

Quicksand Light

Timeless Regular

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz

1234567890!?,.

1234567890!?,.

I N S P I R AT I O N
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visual guidelines

This section of the book is dedicated to the overall look of the brand
and how to comply with the standards that Distorted Works Studios
requires when using our brand.

6

logo components

This is the primary logo that should always be used outside of specific situations which will be
discussed later on in the guidelines.

This is the auxillary icon that should be used in place of the main logo only under specific
situations which will be discussed later on in the guidelines.

7

clear space requirements and minimum size

The logo should always have a space around it equal in size to the height of the ‘o’ from either ‘works’
or ‘studios’. This space ensures that the design is not being impeded upon.

1 inch wide min.

adjustable

The main logo should never be smaller than 1 inch wide under any circumstance. If sizes smaller than 1
inch are necessary the auxillary icon must be used in place of the main logo. Its size can be adjusted to
be as small as needed to fulfill the desired results as long as its original shape is not distorted.
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brand colors

Dark Orange
CMYK: 21,76,88,10
RGB: 182,87,53
HEX: #b65735
PANTONE: P35-7C

Dark Blue
CMYK: 98,94,45,57
RGB: 14,16,54
HEX: #0e1036
PANTONE: 276C

Light Blue
CMYK: 82,64,4,0
RGB: 66,101,169
HEX: #4265a9
PANTONE: 2386C

Light Orange
CMYK: 0,49,98,0
RGB: 248,150,33
HEX: #f89621
PANTONE: 3588C

White
CMYK: 0,2,0,0
RGB: 252,246,245
HEX: #fcf6f5
PANTONE: p75-1

Black
CMYK: 75,68,67,90
RGB: 0,0,0
HEX: #000000
PANTONE: Black 6
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approved logo variations

preferred version

The standard logo must be used with any of the color variations shown above.
Although the top left color palette with the dark orange and dark blue is preferred.
If desired, the white or black version of the logo can be used anywhere that the colored versions do not
work well such as on patterns of alternating color (see the visual identity section for an example).

preferred version

The auxillary icon must be used with any of the color variations shown above.
As for the main logo, the top left color palette is preferred over the others.
If the icon is being used in a place that the logo appears for any reason then the color variations should
match up with each other.
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unacceptable logo usage

The
You
The
The
The

logo cannot be adjusted from the approved versions on the previous pages.
cannot pull the main logo out into one line.
logo cannot be one single color if it is a colored variation.
words cannot be aligned in a way that makes it not read “distorted works studios”.
logo cannot be stretched or squished in any way whatsoever.

The auxillary icon cannot be spun or stretched in anyway.
The icon cannot be in any orientation, but the approved one shown earlier in the guidelines.
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typography
s erif
Timeless Regular (preferred)
ABCDEFGHI JK LMNOPQRSTUV W XYZ
ab cdefghijklm nopqrst uv w x yz
123456789 0!?,.
Times New Roman Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.

The serif typefaces should be used for body text or similar cases only. Timeless is the preferred serif
typeface for the brand and should be used unless totally unavailable.
Otherwise, usage of Times New Roman is allowed.
10 pt. size, optical kerning, 50 thousandths of an em leading, and 12 pt. of tracking are the ideal usage
case for these typefaces.

san-serif
Futura Lt BT Light (preferred)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.
Quicksand Light (preferred)
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890!?,.

The san-serif typefaces should be used anywhere that attention is needing to be drawn towards for
example the header on a page. Both Futura Lt Light and Quicksand Light are preferred san-serif
typefaces and can generally be used interchangably. If a more “open” look is wanted, use Quicksand, but
if a more condensed look is needed, use Futura.
Sizes for these typefaces are variable, however, when used as a header for letterhead, they should always
be larger than the body text and have a similar amount of leading.
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visual identity system

1.5”

Month 00, 20XX
Addressee
Street Address
City/Town, ST 00000
To whom it may concern,
Transom tackle jolly boat Spanish Main Pirate Round Buccaneer league pirate Nelsons folly lass. Rigging
take a caulk pillage fire ship maroon nipper belaying pin bring a spring upon her cable topsail six pounders.
Sea Legs ho yard crack Jennys tea cup bucko scuppers fluke pink Spanish Main brigantine.
Overhaul man-of-war stern jib swing the lead schooner rum league driver lass. Bounty square-rigged swab
strike colors port hempen halter Corsair spanker hulk deadlights. Handsomely crow’s nest hornswaggle
smartly topsail Arr Davy Jones’ Locker lad pirate jolly boat.
Keel American Main Cat o’nine tails Nelsons folly measured fer yer chains barque long clothes Sail ho squiffy scuppers. Main sheet landlubber or just lubber long boat hands weigh anchor avast fluke heave down Buccaneer Shiver me timbers. Hornswaggle ballast parrel rum topsail come about run a rig Corsair lee schooner.

0.5”

0.75”
1”
Drake French

Usage of
From the
From the
From the
From the

distortedworksstudios.com

@distortedworksstudios

@Drake-French

the letterhead should be as follows:
very top of the sheet, you must give 1.5” (1.5 inches) of space before you start writing.
very left of the sheet, you must give 0.5” (0.5 inch) of space before you start writing.
very right of the sheet, you must give 0.75” (0.75 inch) of space before you start writing.
very bottom of the sheet, you must give 1” (1 inch) of space before you start writing.

If a header is used on the sheet, use an approved san-serif typeface for it.
Otherwise, all text on the letterhead should be an approved serif typeface.
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John Doe
ATTN: John Doe
123 Long Street
Long City, FL 65478

Drake French
9403 Highway 90 E.
Walnut Ridge, AR 72476

Usage of the envelopes should be as follows:
The addressee should be centered on the front side of the envelope. It should be clear and follow all the
appropriate rules for sending mail. This is important so the postal system does not struggle to get the
mail where it is needing to go.
The return address should be on the flap on the back side of the envelope.
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Drake French
distortedworksstudios.com
distortedworksstudios@gmail.com
(870) 809 2371
@distortedworksstudios
@Drake-French
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Drake French
distortedworksstudios.com
distortedworksstudios@gmail.com
(870) 809 2371
@distortedworksstudios
@Drake-French

John Doe
ATTN: John Doe
123 Long Street
Long City, FL 65478

Drake French

distortedworksstudios.com
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@distortedworksstudios

@Drake-French

website favicon and social media profile marks

The auxillary icon is used as the website favicon as shown on the next page.
It is also used as the icon for social media for all platforms barring Linkedin.
Linkedin uses a picture of me and uses my name instead of the company’s as that is more appropriate for
what is used on Linkedin.
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email sign-off
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resumé

objective:

skil l s:

To obtain a position in the game design field
where I can utilize my work experience and
education to enhance and enrich the
world of gaming.

Photography
Sound Design
Video Editing
3D Modeling
Hex Editing

education:

sof tware skil l s:

B achel or of Fine Ar ts
Graphic Design wi th Digi tal Design Emphasis
Arkansas State University, Jonesboro AR

HTML/CSS
Javascript
UI/UX
Processing
C#
C++
LUA
Python
Unity
Unreal
Autodesk Maya
Autodesk Fusion 360
blender
Audacity
FL Studio
Sony Vegas Pro
Adobe Creative Suite
Microsoft Suite
Open Office Suite

Cer tificate of CMS Training

awards:
Dean’s List (2016 - 2020)
Arkansas Lottery Scholarship (2015 - 2019)
Chancellor’s List (2015 - 2016)
AState Scholar Scholarship (2015 - 2016)

professional experience:
Arkansas State University, Jonesboro, AR
Designer (2019)
Worked with other designers to formulate new
ideas for UI design of the A-State website.

references:
Available upon request

Metal Museum, Memphis TN
Designer (2019)
Created advertising campaign with other
student designers, working as the creative
director of the group. Developed UI design
for landing page on website and app.
Pitched to client.

Drake French

distortedworksstudios.com

@distortedworksstudios

May 2020 resumé. Recent version available online.
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@Drake-French

correspondance
This section of the book is dedicated to showing off the voice of
the company when we’re conversing with other creatives, potential
clients, or any other business entity.
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cover letter

Robert Friis
11861 Westline Industrial Dr, Ste 300
St. Louis, MO 63146
Robert Friis,
My name is Drake French, and I am a recent graduate from Arkansas State University where I
gained a Bachelor of Fine Arts in Graphic Design with an emphasis in Digital Design. I have been
interested in Ghost Ship Games for a while now after spending way too much of my free time
playing Deep Rock Galactic.
I’ve likel y chatted with you a few times on the official DRG Discord but I would appreciate a bit
of your time to meet in person. It would be an honor to learn more of your story, and I hope you
wouldn’t mind listening to mine. It would also be enjoyable to pick your mind on some of the
recent changes that your team has made regarding DRG and maybe getting a small teaser at
what is coming on Hoxxes-IV.
I purchased the game around the time Update 24 released and was hooked ever since.
The dedication and work ethic you show at Ghost Ship Games is astonishing. It seems you pump
out updates one after the other and yet, they never disappoint. Even when your team removed
something like the coveted Jump Boots perk you all explained it in an eloquent and forthcoming
way that justified it. It would be a wonderful experience to help continue building DRG.
I believe that I could be a valuable asset to the team with my extensive knowledge of coding
languages such as C# and C++. I am well-versed in the Unreal engine that you use and Unity if
needed for any future projects. My strong work ethic also makes sure that I keep my nose to the
grindstone. This ensures my skills are sharp and my mind is open to learning new things.
While on the subject of learning new things, I will reach out to you in the coming week and will
look forward to hopefull y talking with you. My work and resume are both available online at
distortedworksstudios.com.

Thank you for your time,

Drake French
Phone: (870) 809 2371

Drake French

distortedworksstudios.com

@distortedworksstudios
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@Drake-French

thank you letter

A thank you letter would be emailed following every professional meeting or interaction.
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website
Our website can be found at: http://distortedworksstudios.com/
The following section is dedicated to showing off the backbones
of our website as well as giving a general look through at it.
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website
plan

sitemap

home
logo and navigation tabs

link next and back only
new window

page description

download
link

social media

about us

contact

sample work

full

work & exp

full

work & exp

full

work & exp

full

work & exp

full

work & exp

full

work & exp

full

work & exp

full

work & exp

pdf or other file

resumé

pdf

sample
work & exp

This map shows the general outline that we have used to build our website with each page following a
similar setup and style.
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website look through

This is the main page that you see when you first go to the website. It is here to welcome people to the
site and gives the viewer a short description of who we are and what we do.
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This is our about us page. It shows off what we look like as well as giving a short description about what
we like and who we are.

28

This is the contact page. It gives some general rules for contacting us as well as every means that one
could use to get a hold of us from phone number, to e-mail, to social media.
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This is our works page. This page shows off all the things that we’re working on or what we’ve done in
the past. Clicking on an image here will download whatever is in the picture (if it is a game) or open a
full sized picture (if it is another piece of work).
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This is our resumé page. It ha s t he most re cent version of our resumé on it for ea sy v iew ing w it h a n
accessable download button for a nyone who need s to download it.
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social media
This section covers our social media presence from what our plans
are for posts to the posts that we’ve already done.
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social media mission statement

We use social networks to connect with like-minded creators,
inform and inspire my community of developers, build our
personal brand and grow our business to new heights. Through
social media, we will find like-minded developers who see value
in our services and products, promote us to others, and join us in
using social media to spread good vibes. To accomplish this, we
showcase our personal brand online by being completely honest to
our personality, interests, and values.
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social media plan

d i s tor te d wor k s s t u d io s week l y s o c ia l pl an
a g u id el i n e of s o r t s

sunday

monday

tuesday

wednesday

thursday

friday

saturday

5pm

8am

11am

11am

11am

11am

5pm

Poll people on what
they look for ward the
most out of our
current projects

Introduction to the
week wishing
ever yone a good one,
possibly adding in a
joke or dev tip.

Stor ytime (Telling a
tale from events that
have happened to me
in the past)

Post an update on all
current projects
(Silent & Uncurable
books, Magnum
Wars, etc.)

Talk about current
events in the
industr y

Fact Friday (a little
known fact about
something game
development,
writing, or web
development related)

Company (Personal)
update
(Talk about self and
what’s been going on
for the company or
me)

5pm

Ask quesitons to the
community about
various things related
to our work

5pm

Tie into the short
stor y that is also
getting uploaded on
Linkedin.

7pm
Check + Reply

Share someone else’s
work (with @ credit)

7pm
Check + Reply

5pm

7pm
Check + Reply

5pm
Life Screenshot
(Ties in with earlier
post, show work
environment and
work together)

5pm
Share someone else’s
work (with @ credit)

7pm
Check + Reply

Farewell to the week
asking people what
they got done this
week.

7pm

7pm

Check + Reply

Check + Reply

7pm
Check + Reply

8pm

8pm

8pm

11am

8pm

8pm

5pm

Check + Reply

Check + Reply

Check + Reply

Post an update on all
current projects
(Silent & Uncurable
books, Magnum
Wars, etc.)

Check + Reply

Check + Reply

Post a short stor y for
people to read over
the weekend.

Reference back to
Instagram for more
regular updates.

8pm
Check + Reply
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8pm
Check + Reply

instagram
Find us on Instagram @distortedworksstudios

Our posts will generally follow the usual schedule shown on the plan with company updates coming
every Wednesday and short stories being shared every Saturday with all the other smaller things being
posted between these two consistent posts.

35
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linkedin
Find us on Linkedin @DrakeFrench

The posts on Linkedin are limited with only weekly company updates and short stories being consistently
posted. These posts will generally refer back to our other social platforms for more social engagement.

37
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business plans
BUSINESS PLAN A | GRFX-4503 BRANDING | SPRING 2020

1

______
Identity:
What’s your full name?
Drake French
Would you like to create a brand that refers to you as a person or you as a thing? In other words, do you want to have a business
that is known by your name or by another name?
I would prefer having a brand that is known by another name.
What is the location of your business? If you do not know yet, state your ideal location. Or you could explain something like “A
large city in the U.S.” or “A medium-sized city in the northeast region of the U.S.”
A suburban location would be ideal. A place not in the city, but near one.
Where would you rather work? Virtual from home or at a physical office?
Virtual from my home.
_______
S.W.O.T.
A S.W.O.T can help you assess the strengths and opportunities you currently have so you can map the shortest path to your goals.
It will also help you understand any obstacles in your path, whether they are outside of you, or internal. Creating a S.W.O.T
analysis of your creative business can be extremely useful as a way of identifying potential difficulties and opportunities for your
business and for yourself.
• Strengths and Weaknesses are internal aspects of you and your business.
• Opportunities and Threats are external aspects of you and your business.
Use each section to identify problems and solutions in other sections. You can use your strengths to spot related weaknesses (EX “I
am well-organized” is a strength, “I am too rigid” is a related weakness), then use that weakness to identify an opportunity, and so
on. Think laterally when you are doing your SWOT analysis. Don’t get caught up in analysis the whys of these, just jot them down
as you think of them. Brainstorm!
See example here.

•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

S - Strengths (internal/personal aspects that give you an advantage):
Determination
Devoted
Enjoys coding
Enjoys working
Always studying

•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

O - Opportunities (external/public – new services, products or markets for you to consider):
Video Games
Web Design
Ways to create new media online
Animation
Ad Design

•
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

W - Weaknesses (internal/personal aspects that might hinder you or cause problems):
Bad Memory
Too kind-hearted
Gets too involved in one process
Freaks out too much under pressure
Worries too much around others

•

T - Threats (external/public – EX competition, government regulations, money, tech?):

39

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Money struggles for processes
Game Design companies popping up everywhere
Constantly having to update the things that I work on.
The state of mind on video games. How people constantly think that they are a mind altering thing to create killers.
Constantly needing to adapt to the current video game market.

2

______
Your mission:
What drives you? What keeps you motivated? What are you passionate about?
I want to constantly keep working. I am never satisfied with what I know. I am very passionate about everything that I get
into and always want to expand my passions.
What is important to you in business? What are your ethics, values and reasons for being in this profession?
What kinds of creative work do you specifically want to do? Answer this as if money or job availability
didn’t matter.
I want to create video games that make people feel something. I also want to have a business that the general public can
look up to. I never want to create projects that are specifically there for the money.
Describe your creative industry. Is it a growth industry? What changes do you foresee in the industry, short-term and long-term?
How will you be poised to take advantage of them? If you work across multiple industries, you need to answer these questions for
all of them.
I would say as long as the current world exists video games will constantly be a growing industry. I will just keep working
myself until I know all that I need to know to create the video games that I have formulated in my mind.
Describe your most important strengths and core competencies. What factors will make you succeed? What do you think your
major competitive strengths will be? What background experience, skills, and strengths do you personally bring to this
new venture?
I know how to code, am very determined, and do not give up even when I am crying. I believe all of these will help me
succeed. I have many years of playing games and I have spent most of my life thinking up ideas for games that I would want
to create and play.
Where do you see yourself in 12 months? This does not mean just location. What are you doing? Please keep this as much as
possible to your career, even if you plan to get married and/or have a family.
I want to be my own indie game development studio. At this point I expect it to still just be me working alone on
everything. I don’t really mind the location at this point as long as I am working.
Where do you see yourself in 5 years?
I hope my studio has grown into a small tight knit group of people who are like minded in their work ethic and ideas.
Where do you see yourself in 10 years?
I want this studio to stay a similar size and we never stop making games. I want us to be well-known in the world by this
point. We have a good number of games out on the market.
How are you going to make these goals happen?
Never giving up and never stop learning new skills. I want to keep getting better at making games.
_______
Your products and services:
Examine yourself before you go into business. You want to look for avenues and opportunities which play to your strengths.
Examine fields that you enjoy for opportunities. If you love to talk with people rather than sending email, look around for
conferences and networking opportunities. By doing this, you know more about yourself and more about who your direct
competition would be (next).
Pick from this list and/or add additional items. After each one listed, describe in-depth what you offer in relation to this item.
Specifically answer what your qualifications are in these areas and what factors will give you competitive advantages or
disadvantages. You should have at least 5 items.

40

•

Writing - I have years of experience when it comes to creative writing at this point. I will soon have two self-published 3
novels that I have spent months editing for mistakes.
• Photography - I have done photo work for friends and family for their gatherings. I have knowledge of Photoshop to edit
these images to the required needs.
• Games - I have experience in building games on the Unity platform. I have two big projects that I am currently
working on.
• Motion Graphics - I have practice working in Photoshop, creating gifs, among other things needed to create
motion graphics.
• Coding - I know C#, Processing, HTML, CSS, and I am learning Javascript. So I have a decent knowledge of coding and
the things that come with that.
_______
Your competition:
Explain your direct competition is in relation to the following. Describe the qualities of a person who would be competition (not an
actual person). Who would be hired instead of you?
Creativity:
Thinks up ideas outside of the box that I know.
Talent:
Knows more about code than I do as well as knows more of the platform and network.
Ability:
Works just as hard if not harder than I do.
Training:
Actually has training outside of self taught knowledge.
Experience:
Any amount of time in the actual market.
Values:
Similarly never gives up.
Specialty:
Game design.
_______
Your clients:
Who is your ideal client(s)? For example, is it a small business owner or do you want to do contract work for
large companies?
People who want to enjoy a fun, but challenging game.
How will you find your client(s)?
Word of mouth, social media, and possibly promoting through other game players.
Customer relationships:
How will clients interact you or your business. Is it automated or personal? In person or online? Explain the client/customer
experience from start to finish.
I want it to be personal and either online or in person. I would listen to whatever they needed or what they wanted to say,
then I would answer it to the best of my ability. I want them to feel like a person no matter that they have to say even if they
are talking bad about my product.
What type of marketing/networking will you do to get your name out there?
I will most likely send out copies of my game to people online to play and promote. This will probably be the main way to
get the game out there.

Will the ideal client give you little or full control over the project scope? Do you like a lot of direction or a little. If it’s in the
middle, be specific in your answer.
With game design it is generally a self-directed process where you create what you want so I like no direction when I work.
Will you give any discounts to clients for any reason?
I will during holidays which is a pretty normal thing in game design.
What are your desired results? Number of clients or projects per month.
I don’t care so much about results over people enjoying the product itself.

41

4

BUSINESS PLAN B | GRFX-4503 PROFESSIONAL PRACTICE | SPRING 2020

1

What’s your full name?
Drake French
______
YOUR FINANCIAL PLAN:
A traditional financial plan for business consists of the following: 12-month profit and loss projection; cash-flow projection;
projected balance sheet; and break-even calculation. These are a minimum. We will be much less specific.First do a cost-of-living
analysis. Also research what is being charged in relation to where you will live and your experience level.
______
COST-OF-LIVING ANALYSIS:
What are your minimum EXPENSES in relation to your business per month?
If the costs you acquire are per quarter or year, do the math for the monthly cost.
Cost of basic Health Insurance:
$292.60 / month
Cost of Equipment (Software and Hardware):
$250 / month
Cost of Website:
$4 / month
Cost of Continued Education:
$45 / month
Cost of Estimated Quarterly Taxes Set Aside Per Month (1/3 rule set aside 4 times a year):
$2,673 / month
Other:
$1600 / month for housing + other amenities
$400 / month for food
TOTAL ESTIMATED COST PER MONTH:
$5264.60
______
What are your minimum projected PROFITS in relation to your business and its expenses per month?
Replace month with year or quarter to match expenses if necessary.
How much will you charge?
$45 / hr.
How many days of the week will you work?
6 days a week
How many hours per week do you expect to be billable?
45 hr.
TOTAL ESTIMATED PROFIT PER MONTH:
$8,100
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financial forms

hourly estimate
client name: Company (Person’s) Name
address: Street Address, Zip, State
phone: (###) ###-####

date: date
job number: ###

project descriptions
name of project
notes:
list any notes from meetings or other information provided by client.
materials requested:
if client has requested specific materials, list here. otherwise remove.
timeline:
no rush charges. timeline discussed when estimate approved. if job will be rushed, explain here and increase rate.

here is an explanation of what will be received
more room for explanations here
revisions beyond the number shown will incur an hourly rate

rate: $--/hr
hours:
revisions:
total: $

name of project
notes:
list any notes from meetings or other information provided by client.
materials requested:
if client has requested specific materials, list here. otherwise remove.
timeline:
rush charges will be applied (things about deadline). timeline discussed further when estimate approved.

rate: $--/hr
hours:
revisions:
total: $

here is an explanation of what will be received
more room for explanations here
revisions beyond the number shown will incur an hourly rate

thank you for working with us
if you need to reach us, please call (870) 809-2371

Drake French

distortedworksstudios.com

@distortedworksstudios

@Drake-French

This sheet is used for projects that will be done on an hourly pay schedule.
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project quote
client name: Company (Person’s) Name
address: Street Address, Zip, State
phone: (###) ###-####

date: date
job number: ###

project descriptions
name of project
notes:
list any notes from meetings or other information provided by client.
materials requested:
if client has requested specific materials, list here. otherwise remove.
timeline:
be clear on the time this project is due (or any due dates within the project). also state that if job is expected before this
time, it will incur a rush charge. be clear on what this increased rate or singular charge would be.

total: $
revisions: #

here is an explanation of what will be received
more room for explanations here
revisions beyond the number shown will incur an hourly rate of $XX/hr.

thank you for working with us
if you need to reach us, please call (870) 809-2371

Drake French

distortedworksstudios.com

@distortedworksstudios

@Drake-French

This sheet is used for projects that will be done on a bulk payment schedule.
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hourly invoice
date: XX/XX/XXXX
job number: ###
payment due: XX/XX/XXXX

client name: Company (Person’s) Name
address: Street Address, Zip, State
phone: (###) ###-####

project descriptions
name of project
rate: $--/hr
hours:
total: $

brief explanation of work done. make sure to match to estimate and quote
at a minimum.
if project is unfinished, state this.

total due: $XXX
thank you for working with us
if you need to reach us, please call (870) 809-2371

Drake French

distortedworksstudios.com

@distortedworksstudios

@Drake-French

This sheet is used to show the payment promised for hourly projects.
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project invoice
date: XX/XX/XXXX
job number: ###
payment due: XX/XX/XXXX

client name: Company (Person’s) Name
address: Street Address, Zip, State
phone: (###) ###-####

project descriptions
name of project
project rate: $XX
revisions:
rate: $XX/hr
hours: X
total: $

brief explanation of work done. make sure to match to estimate and quote
at a minimum.
be clear on the time allotted for revisions beyond the number allowed on the
estimate/quote. if none were necessary, remove this.

total due: $XXX
thank you for working with us
if you need to reach us, please call (870) 809-2371

Drake French

distortedworksstudios.com

@distortedworksstudios

@Drake-French

This sheet is used to show the payment promised for bulk payment projects.
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promotional merchandise
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conclusion

Thank you so much for reading our brand book. We at Distorted
Works Studios hope that you enjoyed what you read and that you
now have a better understanding of who we are as a brand.
- Drake French
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